
Lätta Lyft liftseat is soft, strong and robust. Easy to fold and take with you. 
The inside is glossy, which is good if you need help to move forward or back 
in the seat. The liftseat can also be ordered with matte inside or with both sides 
glossy.  You do not get hot when sitting in the Lätta Lyft liftseat for long periods 
and you do not slide out of it. For people with spasticity, the chest strap and 
crotch strap can give a sense of security. 
                                 How to use Lätta Lyft liftseat
The liftseat is placed in the chair with the label facing outwards and upwards 
in the back. This is important in order for the lift to be correct. 
Lätta Lyft’s products are tested at 
   Technical Research Institute of Sweden, Borås, and they are CE marked. 
The liftseatcan hold 350 kilos, but the weight of people which can be lifted 
depends on whether the lift is done manually or which accessories are used.  
If the liftseat is connected to a patient lift, the maximum weight for the different 
brands will be applicable. On the liftseat there are four specially woven, easy-grip 
handles. It is easy to explain how lifting should be carried out.”Hold the handles..” 
Lätta Lyft should be stretched as far as possible towards the back of the knees 
for the best sitting position and be straight and centred under the user. This will 
provide a good balance when lifting. Clothing should sit correctly when lifting and 
the risk for aching joints or strains because of carelessness and incorrect lifting 
will decrease. The front section should be lifted a little higher than the rear so the 
user feels secure and balanced. 

 There are several ways to lift
For users with weak neck muscles, it may be an advantage to lift from the front 
and rear. The head is then supported against the person standing behind. 
In narrow passages, on the plane and on the stairs, this is the preferred techni-
que. In other situations it is perhaps better to carry on each side.  A tall and a 
short person lift just as well together as two people of the same size. 
There can also be three or four people lifting, depending on the circumstances.
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Lätta Lyft liftseats are machine-washed at 60°C. We recommend 40°C for longer life and 
colour retention. Stretch the straps after washing and air dry. Material: cotton/polyamide. 
Guarantee: 2 years from the date of the invoice. 
Check that the liftseat does not have any defects. If damage does occur, the liftseat must 
be replaced. Manufactured in Sweden.  
 

LL 45180 S original 33x33x33
LL45190 M original 38x38x38
LL45200 L  original 43x43x43

All models are available 
with chest/waist strap and 
crotch strap.made in Sweden


